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Introduction

The Kaivalyanavan¢tam, written by T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ (15th - 16th

centuries CE) in Tamil is a well known work on Advaita Ved°nta. The author
calls the work “the cream1 of (the discipline dealing with) the ABSOLUTE”.
By the title, he suggests that his work is the quintessence, where nothing is to
be eliminated; nothing to be removed or discarded; nothing to be thrown away
after extracting the essence. It is ABSOLUTE EXISTENCE, ABSOLUTE
CONSCIOUSNESS and ABSOLUTE BLISS, given in its fullest concentration.
In one of the prefatory verses, the author makes it further explicit through a
metaphor. He says: “The great sages of ancient lore, have filled the ocean of
the science of Ved°nta (milk) in their pitchers. I have boiled them on the fire
of the Master’s words, churned them with the enquiry into the self (churn-
stick). And after extracting the cream, here I am presenting to every seeker”2.

The work couched in beautiful Tamil verses, numbering less than 300, is
divided into two pa∂ala-s (sections). It is very popular. Several editions,
commentaries, and studies on it have come and are continuing. The work, written
in the beginning of the 16th century CE, got translated into many languages like
Malayalam3, Sanskrit, Telugu, German and English4 within a few centuries.
1.   Literal meaning of the Sanskrit word  navan¢ta is butter.
2.   Verse No. 6, P°yiraΔ verses, Kaivalyanavan¢tam.
3. In Malayalam, there is a well known translation in KiΩipp°∂∂u form written by

Ka∂iya¥kuΩaΔ ·uppu Menon, which has been referred to by Ullur S. Parameswara
Iyer in his Kerala S°hitya Caritram. Apart from this there are metrical renderings in
Malayalam by Thiruvallam Bhaskaran Nair, and Ettumanur S. Hariharan  (for the
first section alone).

4.  It was translated into English for the first time by a German, Dr. Charles Graul in the year
1855. The objective of the work was to introduce Tamil language and literature with a
special focus on grammar. It is available in the site https://archive.org/details/
KaivalyaNavanita1855/page/n7/mode/1up. Charles Graul has translated the work into
German too.
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And it has been rigorously studied, deliberated, and subjected to contemplation,
by spiritual seekers, in many a monastery in Tamil Nadu.

The work differs from many other works on Advaita Ved°nta for the very
reason that it is not polemic in nature. It is in the form of plain dialogue between
a genuine seeker and the realized Master. The Master clarifies the practical doubts
and helps the aspirant to overcome difficulties that are confronted. While being
based on the Advaita Ved°nta expounded by ·a¥kar°c°rya, it clearly emphasizes
on the fact that “being as one is’ (Be as you are) and “enquiry into self” are the
means for attaining “Realization”. That is why the work is intimately associated
with Shri Ramana Maharshi. Maharshi, a realized soul well known for his
reticence and the advocacy of ko’haΔvic°ra (Question the questioner – Ask
‘Who am I?’), used to reverentially cite this work often, whenever he chose to
talk5. Once, when asked about a real Master he says :

“There is a stanza in the Kaivalya: ‘My lord! You had remained as my Self
within, protecting me in all my past incarnations. Now, by your Grace, you have
manifested yourself as my master and revealed yourself as the Self’”.6

This beautiful Tamil work was translated into Sanskrit by ·a¥kukavi. He
retains the same title, Kaivalyanavan¢tam for his translation7. In the first ever
edition of this Sanskrit translation, which came in 1933, the editor, Sri Govinda
Iyer8 gives the name of the author as ·a¥kukavi. When “R. S. Vadhyar &
Sons” brought out their edition in 1940, they name the author as ·a¥kukavi.
They have titled their work as “øa¥kukaviviracitaΔ kaivalyanavan¢tam”.

5.  See Talks with Sri Ramana Maharshi, Sri Ramanasramam, Tiruvannamalai, 1994, pp.
89-91, 96, 123, 145, 392, 499,  587 and 612.

6. Ibid, p.330. The stanza cited is this one: aiyanÆ enatuΩÆ  ninranantacenma¥kaΩ°∏∂ameyyanÆ
yupadÆcikka veΩi vanta guruvÆ p∞ººi/uyyavÆ mutti nalkumutavikk∞rutavi
n°yÆceyya vÆºonºu k°∏Æn tiruva∂¢ p∞ºº¢ p∞ººi// (Tattuva viΩakkap pa∂alam 86)

7.  Cf. EËÚ¥…±™…{…⁄¥…«x…¥…x…“i…∫…®……º¥…™…Δ i…SUÙ…∫j…Δ  u˘v……  Ω˛ {…]ı±…Δ Æ˙S…™…… ®… S…ËEÚ®…¬* i…k¥…|…n˘“{…®…{…ÆΔ̇  EÚ±…

∫…Δ∂…™……xv…EÚ…Æn˘“{…˙ ®… i… ∫…n¬̆M…÷Ø˚{……n˘¶…Ci™……** (|…∫i……¥…x…… 7)
(Herewith I, equipped with faithful devotion to my teacher, propose to write a work
Kaivalyanavan¢tam, designed to be having two parts, viz. Tattvaprad¢pa and
SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa.)

8. He gives his name as Govindar in the Title page of the book. However, in all the
appreciations authored by various scholars that are given in the book, he is referred to
as Govinda Iyer.
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This work, which has got, in all, five editions so far, has a very interesting
story to tell. No further details regarding the author, except this name,
·a¥kukavi, is known. Based on two manuscripts available in the Adyar Library
and Research Centre (ALRC), Chennai, the New Catalogus Catalogorum (NCC)
and R. Thangaswami (Advaita-Ved°nta Literature : A Bibliographical Survey9)
mention that the author is K§¿∏a. Further, the name of the work is given as
Kaivalyad¢pik° in the Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts (in the ALRC).
The manuscript contains a Sanskrit commentary also. It is named Prabh°.
This commentary is taken to be authored by same person, K§¿∏a, by scholars,
again based on the colophon entry in the manuscript.

It is little known that R. S. Vadhyar & Sons, Palakkad, brought out two
editions of this work in same year, 1940 – one with Sanskrit version alone
and another with the original Tamil text. Again it is not widely known that
there is another Sanskrit translation, Prabodh°m§tam by name, for the Tamil
work.  Now when the present editor proposes to bring out a new edition with
a new Sanskrit commentary, he is expected to justify his endeavour. Hence a
brief description and evaluation of the previous editions are carried out here
under, which will be followed by a discussion of some pertinent issues.

Kumbhakonam Fascicule Edition
Govinda Iyer’s edition of Kaivalyanavan¢tam (hereafter referred to as

Kumbha), though incomplete, is very important from many angles. Iyer
envisaged a project to publish the original Tamil work with his own Tamil
commentary, lucid but elaborate, named T°tparyad¢pikai. He expresses his intention
to cite profusely from Ved°nta works such as Upani¿ad-s, Brahmas£tra,
Bhagavadg¢t°, Prasth°natrayabh°¿ya of ·a¥kar°c°rya, Vivekac£∑°ma∏i,
Paμcadaø¢ and Yogav°si¿∂ha in his commentary. He intended to elucidate
these citations in Tamil. Moreover he promises to illustrate his views and
explanations with Tamil classics as well. He even names the great saint-
philosophers like Tattuvar°yar and T°yum°navar whose passages he wanted
to cite. He wanted to include the Sanskrit translation of ·a¥kukavi also along
with the Tamil original. He has disclosed all these facts in a publication
notification prefixed to his introduction. He further states that for want of
funds he intended to publish the work in 12 quarterly fascicules, during the
span of three years. He makes an appeal to the general public to support his
publication venture.
9. Advaita-Ved°nta Literature : A Bibliographical Survey, R. Thangaswami, University

of  Madras, 1980.
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Unfortunately, it seems that he could publish only the first fascicule. The
available copy of this fascicule ends abruptly in the middle of the commentary
on the sixth verse (Bπ……‰% v…EÚ…Æ˙“ ∫…÷i…n˘…Æ˙ ¥…k… ....) of the Tattvaprad¢pa-prakara∏a10.

The first fascicule, which runs into 83 pages, contains valuable information
in the prologue part. This contains a detailed description by Govinda Iyer,
regarding the Tamil work, Sanskrit translation, and their authors. He narrates
how he happened to know about the work of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ, how
he was attracted to it and after studying it for years, somehow or other how the
thought that there would be a Sanskrit version for it came to his mind, and
how he happened to get two Sanskrit versions for the work. Moreover,
comments, commendations and appreciations offered by six eminent
personalities regarding Govinda Iyer’s new venture have been included.11

His presentation of the text and his commentary are designed as follows.
There are five components. They are

1) M£lam, the text. Here the original Tamil stanza is given followed by
·a¥kukavi’s translation in the Grantha script. Then the same Sanskrit text is
reproduced in Devanagari script.

2) Avat°rikai, wherein a brief introduction is given for the text.

3) Poæippurai, a paraphrase giving a summary of the substance in Tamil

4) PadapporuΩ, the interpretation or commentary proper which goes into
minute technical details. As is promised, the commentary contains profuse
citations from many seminal works in Sanskrit and Tamil. It is really interesting
to note that each Sanskrit passage cited is given both in Grantha and
Devanagari scripts.

5) T°tparyam, which contains the gist of the elaborate exposition.

10. It is available in the internet. cf. https://archive.org/details/Kaivalya
NavaneethamTamil Thandavaraya Swamigal 1933/page/n79/mode/1up

11.The personages are
i. Advocate R. Krishnaswami Iyer, Thirunelveli,
ii. Brahmasri Ramananda Saraswathi Swamikal, a sany°sin from Devagiri,
iii. Brahmasri S. V. Subramania Sastrigal from  Sirugamani,
iv. Brahmasri Yajnaswami Sastri from Kumbakonam,
v. Mahamahopadhyaya Karunkolam Krishna Sastri, Principal, Madras Sanskrit

College, and
vi. Brahmasri Kadalangudi Natesa Sastrigal.
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In his detailed introduction, Govinda Iyer deals with, among many other
notable aspects, the issue as to which is the original text and which is translation
– whether  T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ’s Tamil is the original or it is the Sanskrit
text of ·a¥kukavi. He has clearly stated his considered opinion that the Tamil
version is the original and Sanskrit version is a translation. The most important
of the valuable information he has recorded is the fact that there is another
Sanskrit translation apart from that of ·a¥kukavi. He reports that he had
transcribed it and studied as well. Unlike the translation of ·a¥kukavi, the
other contains only 204 verses. But in these 204 verses, the author has translated
all the topics dealt with in the original work without omitting any aspect.
·a¥kukavi, on the other hand made ‘stanza for stanza translation’ for all the
293 verses of the original Tamil12. Govinda Iyer reports that the name of the
second translation is Prabodh°m§tam. It is sad that the work is not traced so
far. Govinda Iyer makes it clear that the Sanskrit text given immediately after
the original Tamil in his edition is that of ·a¥kukavi. He states that he has
followed the other translation (Prabodh°m§tam) also as a ‘pram°∏a’ (valid
authority) in his interpretations.

Two Editions from R. S. Vadhyar & Sons

R. S. Vadhyar & Sons, leading publishers (of yesteryears) of Kalpathy (Palghat,
Kerala), brought out two editions of the Sanskrit version of Kaivalyanavan¢tam

12. Here is the English translation of excerpts from Govinda Iyer’s Introduction
(Mukhavurai):
... Then somehow or other the thought whether I would come across a versified
Sanskrit rendering of this beautiful ø°stra work, Kaivalyanavan¢tam, entered into
my mind. And I had been praying for that. Then I got, by the grace of god, a manuscript
of  a Sanskrit version from a Brahmin of Vattalku∏∑u Agrah°ram of Madurai District.
It contained stanza for stanza translation for all the 293 verses of the original Tamil
work. I made a transcript of the same.
Then I studied both the Tamil and the Sanskrit version. As nothing was known about
the author of the Sanskrit version, I was wondering which of the two was the original
and which the translation. With these thoughts in mind I was again, as was my wont,
wandering. Then it happened that I got another Sanskrit version for this work from
a Brahmin of Seergazhi Taluq. It contained the whole purport of 293 stanzas (of the
Tamil version) rendered in 204 Sanskrit verses. I prepared a transcript of the same
too. After studying all the three works closely I came to the conclusion that Tamil
text is the original and Sanskrit versions are translations.
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(authored by ·a¥kukavi) in the year 1940. One edition contains ·a¥kukavi’s
Sanskrit text only. The other one contains the Tamil text as well. After the Sanskrit
version for every verse, its Tamil original of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ is given. But
for this inclusion of the Tamil original, both the editions are identical.

It is rather surprising that two publications have been brought out by the
same publishers, without giving any justification in the latter (whichever be
it). It is even more surprising that no scholar has reported the Sanskrit-only-
edition while the other one has been noted by New Catalogus Catalagorum
(Vol. V, 1969), R. Thangaswami13 (1980), and others14. However, I had seen
only the Sanskrit-only-edition and knew of this alone till
I started thinking seriously of bringing a new edition with my own commentary
and began my search. In the year 1996, I happened to get a copy of this from
the Kalpathy bookshop of R.S. Vadhyar & Sons themselves15.

Both the editions contain a foreword (titled bh£mik°) in Sanskrit by
Mahamahopadhyaya N. S. Ananthakrishna Sastri, Professor of Sanskrit, University
of Calcutta. The title page of Sanskrit-only-edition has the following as the matter:

13. See Advaita-Ved°nta Literature : A Bibliographical Survey, R. Thangaswami,
University of Madras, 1980.

14. Dr. K. Srinivasan also makes a mention, in his edition of  Kaivalyanavan¢tam, about
the Sanskrit-Tamil edition of R.S. Vadhyar & Sons.

15. A scanned copy of the title page  and some pages of this edition are given as Appendix
II.
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∏…“ ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ ¥…  ¥…Æ˙ S…i…®…¬
** EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…®…¬ **

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

Mahamahopadhyaya
Sri. N. S. Ananthakrishna Sastriar

of the Calcutta University.
Published by R. Subrahmanya Vadhyar & Sons,

BOOK-SELLERS & PUBLISHERS,
KALPATHI  PALGHAT

Price] [As. 8

There is a ‘‘Publisher’s note’’ in both the editions. In the Sanskrit-only-
edition (hereafter referred to as RSV 1), which seems to be the former, this
contains two paragraphs in English. The same is reproduced hereunder for the
benefit of the readers.

Publishers’ Note

Kaivalya Navaneetham is a very popular Vedanta work in Tamil-
Poetry. The fact that this precious work is available in Sanskrit in
manuscript, was very recently brought to our notice by one of
our esteemed and revered friends, who chooses to remain
anonymous. Due to his courtesy to handing over the manuscript
to us we have now immense pleasure in presenting the edition to
the public.

Kaivalya Navaneetham is a very popular Vedanta work in Tamil-
Poetry. The fact that this precious work is available in Sanskrit in
manuscript, was very recently brought to our notice by one of our
esteemed and revered friends, who chooses to remain anonymous.
Due to his courtesy to handling over the manuscript to us we have
now immense pleasure in presenting the edition to the public.

Our thanks are due to Sriyuta Mimamsa Siromani Somasundara
Deekshitar of the Chittur Veda Sastra Pathasala for his untiring
efforts to carry the book through the press and to
Mahamahopadhyaya N.S. Ananthakrishna Sastriar of the Calcutta
University for his generous response to our request to furnish a
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foreword which has added to the value of the book.

In the other edition, one paragraph is inserted, in between, to suit
the inclusion of Tamil version. It runs as:

From a perusal of the Sanskrit and Tamil Verses [sic] it will be
difficult to judge as to which preceded the other.  Both the Sanskrit
and Tamil Verses [sic] are very typical and each appears as if a
commentary on the other. It was thought, therefore that it would
be of great advantage to combine both the Sanskrit and Tamil
Verses [sic] in one book. We are sure that this Edition [sic] will
be very much appreciated and the unearthing of such a splendid
work will be considered a distinct gain to Sanskrit Vedanta
Literature.

It can be seen that no mention of the other edition is made anywhere. The
matter of the title page of this ‘combined’ edition (hereafter referred to as
RSV 2) is reproduced hereunder.
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∏…“ ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ ¥…  ¥…Æ˙ S…i…®…¬

** EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…®…¬ **

With an Introduction by
Mahamahopadhyaya

Sri. N. S. Ananthakrishna Sastriar
of the Calcutta University.

Published by R. Subrahmanya Vadhyar & Sons,
BOOK SELLERS & PUBLISHERS,

KALPATHI  PALGHAT

1940
Price] [As. 12

It may be noticed that price has been altered from ‘eight Annas’ to ‘twelve
Annas’. Another thing which attracts our attention is the mention of the year
of publication as 1940.

The foreword by Ananthakrishna Sastri, in both the editions, ends with
the mention of place and date as ‘CALCUTTA, 4-6-40’. It may be noticed
that the foreword is reproduced as such, in the later edition16.

A matter of further interest is that the publishers refer to the debate as to
which of the two versions, viz. Sanskrit and Tamil, is the original. In his
‘foreword’, Sri Ananthakrishna Sastri also discusses this.

The Sanskrit translation of ·a¥kukavi, as presented in these editions,
comprises a total of 294 verses. Under the main title ** EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…®…¬ **, four
verses are given without numbering. The first one is an obeisance to the
preceptor (ør¢gurucara∏advandvaΔ...). The second one is praise for the
°tmatattva (absolute consciousness) which is very familiar to everyone, but
pitiably unnoticed (ek°ntasannihitam...). The next verse is a praise for a
preceptor ·a¥kara, who may be ·a¥kar°c°rya  himself (yad¢yav°ks£rya...).
The fourth verse is again a prayer (am§tamatulanity°nanda...). It is meant for
the preceptor named K§¿∏a, a sany°sin (referred to as yat¢ndra). These four
verses stand clearly outside the text proper. That is why they are given without
any subtitle.

16. Sri Ananthakrishna Sastri’s foreword is reproduced by us as  Appendix III.
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After this, seven verses are given under a title |…∫i……¥…x……. These seven verses
are equivalent to the seven p°yiraΔ songs given in the Tamil version authored
by T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ. P°yiraΔ-s are prefatory verses, which act as a
sort of prologue, usually seen in the beginning of some classical Tamil works.
In RSV 2, the title p°yiraΔ is given just before the first Tamil stanza.

The next section bears the title i …k¥…|…n ˘ “ { … &  (The Tamil version is
TattuvaviΩakkam). There are 101 verses in this section. But there is an error in
numbering. The last verse   bears the number100. The error in numbering
starts from the 38th verse (kalpan°gama  etc.). It is numbered as 37. The error
is carried down in the second edition also. This error is unnoticed by
Ananthakrishna Sastri, who states in his foreword that the section contains
100 verses17.

The next section, which is titled as ∫…xn‰˘Ω˛|…∂…®…x…®…¬ , has 182 verses. Here
also there is an error in numbering. Both RSV1 and RSV 2 have the number
180 given to the penultimate verse. It should have been 181. Here the error in
numbering starts from the tenth verse (°s°rvabhaumaΔ etc.). The ninth and
tenth verses are both numbered 9.

Of these 182 verses, the first one (yasy°¥ghripadma etc.) is an obeisance
to the preceptor. It does not have an equivalent in the Tamil version.

It may be noticed that these 294 verses are not the ‘stanza for stanza’
translation of the Tamil version. The four verses in the beginning portion are
added by the translator or somebody else. They do not have equivalent ones
in Tamil. So also, the first verse in the ∫…xn‰˘Ω˛|…∂…®…x…®…¬ section, as we have noticed
just now, do not have Tamil original. The Tamil original has a total of 293
verses spread in three sections as follows. Seven p°yiraΔ (given as |…∫i……¥…x…… in
the Sanskrit translation) songs, 101 songs in the TattuvaviΩakkappa∂alaΔ
(i…k¥…|…n˘“{…&) section and 185 songs in the Sandeham telitarpa∂alaΔ  (∫…xn‰̆Ω˛|…∂…®…x…®…¬)

17. +j…  Ω˛ O…xl…‰ |…EÚÆ˙h…u˘™…Δ ¥…i…«i…‰ - i…k¥…|…n˘“{…&, ∫…Δ∂…™……xv…EÚ…Æ˙|…n˘“{… < i… S…* |…l…®…‰ |…EÚÆ˙h…‰ ∂…i…Δ (100)
∂±……‰EÚ…&,  u˘i…“™…‰ i¥…‰EÚ…∂…“i™…÷k…Æ˙∂…i…Δ (181) ∂±……‰EÚ…& ∫…Œxi…*
It is very interesting to see how an error is inadvertently propagated by scholars. K.
Srinivasan, in the ‘Preface’ to his edition, notes that RSV 2  has 100 verses in this
section. He writes: “The first is titled Tattuva-viakkap-patalam and has 101 verses
(the printed edition has got the number as 100)”. By the printed edition, he refers to
RSV 2.  He has even tampered with the text of Ananthakrishna Sastri’s preface,
which he has reproduced in his edition as |…l…®…‰ |…EÚÆ˙h…‰ BEÚ…‰k…Æ˙∂…i…Δ (101) ∂±……‰EÚ…&,  u˘i…“™…‰
i…÷ BEÚ…∂…“i™…÷k…Æ˙∂…i…Δ (181) ∂±……‰EÚ…& ∫…Œxi…*
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section. As noted earlier, the Sanskrit version given in both RSV1 and RSV 2
have only 181 original verses translated (leaving out the first one out of 182,
as it is a later addition).

Clumsy insertion of Tamil verses

In RSV 2, which, for the reasons being pointed out now, is the later one,
the Tamil songs are not numbered, and are inserted carelessly. In the |…∫i……¥…x……
section, the Tamil verses are given beneath the corresponding Sanskrit verse.
In the i…k¥…|…n˘“{…& section also the same arrangement is followed. But in the
∫…xn‰̆Ω˛|…∂…®…x…®…¬  section, where the number of verses in Tamil and Sanskrit versions
differ (185 in Tamil and 181 in Sanskrit), the editors have not taken proper
care. Here the Sanskrit verses are given beneath the Tamil songs, unlike the
other section. For the first Sanskrit verse, there is no Tamil original (as it is an
addition). From the second verse onwards, up to (including) the 136th one
(numbering, of the editors) this arrangement can be seen. Before the 137th

Sanskrit verse, a verse of the Tamil original is furnished18, which has not been
translated by ·a¥kukavi. Hence from this verse onwards, we get the Tamil
original after the Sanskrit translation. In fact one more verse has been left out
by ·a¥kukavi. It is the verse in which the author says that in anticipation of
his current state of dancing (t°∏∑ava) in exhilaration, parents had him named
T°∏∑ava19. This verse is also inserted within brackets immediately after the
175th (numbering, of editors).

·a¥kukavi has translated one Tamil verse20, which enumerates the seven
jμ°nabh£mi-s, in two verses (148th and 149th of RSV 2). Therefore from the 149th

onwards, the order of Tamil original and Sanskrit translation again gets interchanged
(i.e. Tamil songs appear before the Sanskrit verse).

In this fashion Tamil verses are inserted in a careless manner up to the
176th verse (actual number 177). Hence we get 177 Sanskrit verses and 178
Tamil songs. After the 177th Sanskrit verse, five Sanskrit verses are given
without Tamil insertion.Beneath the last verse viz., ®…x……‰x®…x…“v™……x… ¥…v…⁄i…{……{®…x……‰ ®…Ω˛…™…i…“x……Δ
{…n˘{…n¬̆®…∫…‰ ¥…x…&* ®…Ω˛…°Ú±…Δ ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ¥…‰ Æ˙™…Δ EfiÚ i…®…«Ω˛…i®…x……Δ EÚh…«¥…i…Δ∫…i…… ®…™……i…¬** , the colophon statement
EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…Δ ∫…®{…⁄h…«®…¬ is given. After this, seven Tamil verses are given without
any numbering. At the end we get another colophon statement in Tamil,
kaivalyanavan¢taΔ muººiººu.

18. acalaniraμcanamamirta etc.
19. Tattuvaμ°naΔ vanta cant∞¿a aticayatt°l etc.
20. pulavarpukaæ mutal p£mi etc.
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RSV2 seems to be the second one

The Sanskrit-Tamil-combined edition (RSV2) seems to be second of the two
R.S. Vadhyar editions for the following reasons.

1. The inserted paragraph in the “Publisher’s note’’of RSV2 alone is
sufficient to show that this is the later one. From even a cursory reading one
may notice that this is a later insertion. And the sentence, “It was thought,
therefore that it would be of great advantage to combine both the Sanskrit and
Tamil verses in one book”, indicates that the inclusion of Tamil verses came
as a later thought.

2. Sri Ananthakrishna Sastri does not mention anything about how many
sections or how many verses the Tamil work of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ has
whereas he clearly states: “The Sanskrit work contains two sections,
Tattvaprad¢pa and SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa. There are 100 verses in the first
one and 181 in the second” (+j…  Ω˛ O…xl…‰ |…EÚÆ˙h…u˘™…Δ ¥…i…«i…‰ - i…k¥…|…n˘“{…&, ∫…Δ∂…™……xv…EÚ…Æ˙|…n˘“{…
< i… S…* |…l…®…‰ |…EÚÆ˙h…‰ ∂…i…Δ (100) ∂±……‰EÚ…&,  u˘i…“™…‰ i¥…‰EÚ…∂…“i™…÷k…Æ˙∂…i…Δ (181) ∂±……‰EÚ…& ∫…Œxi…*) .
Had he been informed of the fact that the edition contained Tamil version also
he should have noticed the mismatch in number of verses. Hence it seems that
his foreword for RSV1 was  reused, as such, for RSV 2.

3. Had RSV 2 been edited first, the error in numbering in the
Tattvaprad¢pa section would not have happened since both the Sanskrit and
Tamil versions contain 101 verses.

4. All the errors both in numbering and in printing of the Sanskrit text
are repeated in the second edition. Had this (RSV2) been the first one, the
error in numbering could have been noticed while bringing out RSV1. So
also the printing errors. Almost all the printing errors are repeated in the second
edition. A perusal of the footnotes showing variants and wrong readings given
in the present edition will reveal this21.

Gnanananda Niketan Publication

Sri Gnanananda Niketan, Thapovanam, Villupram, has brought out a new
revised edition of ·a¥kukavi’s Sanskrit version in the year 2017. It contains the
Tamil version of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ as well. The work is edited by Dr. K.
Srinivasan, Retired Principal, Vivekananda College, Chennai. He informs that the
R. S. Vadhyar edition is followed mainly for the Sanskrit version. For the Tamil
version, the text followed by Sri Pirayaru Arunachala Swami has been used.

21. Cf. foot note  no. 48, 56, 63, 76, 85,  108,  and 115, for instance.
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Following RSV editions, the first four Sanskrit verses are given separately
in the beginning. However, these are serially numbered here. Moreover they
are presented under a new head ®…R¬ÛM…±……S…Æ˙h…®…¬. The Sanskrit equivalents for
p°yiraΔ verses are given under the head |…∫i……¥…x……, as is done in the RSV editions.
They are also serially numbered, one to seven. In the i…k¥…|…n˘“{…& and  ∫…xn‰̆Ω˛|…∂…®…x…®…¬
sections also the verses are properly numbered serially. In all these three sections
the Sanskrit verses are given first and beneath them Tamil originals are
furnished. Five epilogue songs (mu∂ivurai) in the Tamil version are given
separately with distinct numbering. The Sanskrit version contains 294 verses
in total, spread as follows: four in ma¥gal°cara∏a, seven in prast°van°, 101
in tattvaprad¢pa, and 182 (including the benedictory verse in the beginning,
not numbered) in the sandehapraøamana sections.

This edition (hereafter referred to as GN) contains a foreword by Swami
Nityananda Giri of Gnanananda Niketan, a detailed Preface by the editor, and
two indexes. Sanskrit and Tamil verses are tabularized with references in these
indexes.

In the Preface Dr. Srinivasan has made a fairly good study of the original
Tamil work and different editions and manuscripts of the Sanskrit version of
·a¥kukavi. He subjects to his study, the Kumbhakonam fascicule edition of
Govinda Iyer, and RSV 2 (He does not speak of RSV1 as it is not known). He
cites the references made to ·a¥kukavi’s translation, by Dr. R. Thangaswami
(in his Advaita-Ved°nta Literature : A Bibliographical Survey ) and NCC
(Vol V).  He refers to the manuscripts of Sanskrit Kaivalyanavan¢tam that are
available in the ALRC, Chennai. Based on the colophon references in these
manuscripts, NCC and Thangaswami, the authorship of the work is ascribed
to one K§¿∏a, disciple of K§¿∏°nanda yat¢ndra / Brahm°nanda yat¢ndra. The
manuscripts contain a Sanskrit commentary also. The authorship of this also
is ascribed to the same K§¿∏a. The name of the work also differs. It is given as
Kaivalyad¢pik° / Kaivalyad¢pa. The commentary is called Prabh°. The verses
are the same as those in the Kumbha and RSV editions.

Dr. Srinivasan discusses about the authorship of the work. Though the
discussion is very brief, conclusions and presumptions made are very fair and
justified. He states: “It may be that the author of the work is Krishna and
Shanku Kavi may be a popular name and the lineage of preceptor Krishna
Yatindra and Brahmananda Yati, guru and parama guru respectively.” This
statement and conclusion thereon as “The question whether Shanku Kavi
and Krishna were one or different and whether Prabhaa is the auto commentary,
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still need further corroboration” are critical and well balanced, though not
couched in good language.

Unlike the RSV editions, here, the editor gives an orderly presentation of
Tamil verses for Sanskrit translations and also highlights this in the Preface.

Ananthakrishna Sastri’s foreword for the RSV editions is reproduced
after this Preface. English and Tamil translations (by the editor K. Srinivasan)
for this Sanskrit foreword also are given. As is already noted, the text of the
foreword is tampered with (see FN. 16).

Dr. Srinivasan has done a commendable work in fixing a good reading of
the Sanskrit text, based on RSV2 and the Adyar manuscript. Though he follows
the RSV edition mainly, he has adopted better readings wherever necessary.
And he has recorded those alterations recording all variants through footnotes.
He has consulted the Adyar manuscript wherever necessary to ascertain the
correct reading. He has also acknowledged this properly saying “When we
tried to read the text with the commentary, it offered clarity on some tricky
points and offered few different readings as well.”
Veraval Edition

A new edition of the Sanskrit version of Kaivlyanavan¢tam with a Sanskrit
commentary has been brought out by Dr. Janakisharan Acharya, in 2018, from
Shree Somnath Sanskrit University, Veraval, Gujarat (hereafter referred to as
Vera). This is the publication of his doctoral thesis, which was titled
‘sv∞pajμaprabh°vy°khy°sahit°y°≈ [sic] kaivalyad¢pik°y°≈ p°∂hasamp°danaΔ
sam¢k¿°tmakamadhyayanaμca.’22 And this publication is the first number in
the Shree Somnath Sanskrit University Research Grantha Series envisaged
by the University.

In this publication, Dr. Janakisharan Acharya has edited the
Kaivalyad¢pik° text with the Prabh° commentary based on one transcript
copy available in the ALRC. This Sanskrit  work titled Kaivalyad¢pik°  has
the same verses as those of the Kaivalyanavan¢tam of  ·a¥kukavi. As is already
noted, from the colophon statement available in the manuscript, the authorship
of the work is ascribed to one K§¿∏a. There is a verse in the prologue of the
commentary where the commentator gives the name of his preceptor as
K§¿∏ayog¢ndra. And he calls his commentary as Prabh°23. From the references

22. See Vera, p.xiv
23. x…i¥…… ∏…“EfiÚπh…™……‰M…“xp˘{……n˘{…R¬ÛE‰ÚØ˚Ω˛u˘™…®…¬*
   ¶…Ci™……& [sic] EËÚ¥…±™…n˘“{…∫™… E÷Ú¥…Ê ¥™……J™……Δ |…¶…… ¶…v……®…¬** Vera, p.55
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made by Dr. Thangaswami24  and NCC25 the editor Dr. Acharya too states that
Prabh° is also authored by K§¿∏apa∏∑ita26. It may be noted that nowhere
within the work, is it stated that the author is K§¿∏a. And we do not find any
explicit or implicit statement by the author that the work is a translation of
T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ’s Tamil work.

The book, which is titled EfiÚπh…{…Œhb˜i… ¥…Æ˙ S…i…… EËÚ¥…±™…n˘“ {…EÚ… (|…¶……¥™……J™……∫… Ω˛i……), contains
four chapters and a separate conclusion (upasaΔh§ti). In the first chapter, besides
an introduction to the Advaita Ved°nta literature, the personal details of the
author and a description about the content of the work are given. The second
chapter contains the edition of the text of Kaivalyad¢pik° with the Prabh°
commentary. It is titled ‘sv∞pajμaprabh°vy°khy°sahitakaivalyad¢pik°y°≈ [sic]
p°∂hasam¢k¿°tmakaΔ samp°danam’. The editor has consulted two transcripts
available in the Adyar library and Research Centre – one in Grantha script
and the other in Devan°gari script. The first one is incomplete. Hence, in
effect, the edition is based only on one transcript.

It may be noted that the editor has not even spoken of the early editions
of the Kaivalyanavan¢tam of ·a¥kukavi, here in this chapter.

 The third and fourth chapters comprise the critical study on the contents
of the two sections (prakara∏a-s) of the work, respectively. Seven appendices
are given. The first six among them are indexes. These enlist, i) the verses of
the text, ii) metres employed, iii) cited texts, iv) cited authors, v) passages
cited from scriptures, and vi) the ny°ya-s cited respectively. The last appendix
is a bibliography of works referred to.

24. •…¿…x…xn˘…{…Æ˙… ¶…v……x…EfiÚπh……x…xn˘™…i…‰&  ∂…π™……‰%™…Δ EfiÚπh…{…Œhb˜i…& n˘ I…h…n‰˘∂…“™…∫i… ®…±…˝¶……π……™……∫∫…… Ω˛i™…‰ S…

 x…πh……i…∫S……‰±…n‰̆∂…¥……∫…“ i… S… Y……™…i…‰* Bi…n˘“™…& O…xl…& EËÚ¥…±™…n˘“ {…EÚ…J™……& [sic] * ∫… S… i… ®…±……¶……π……™……Δ
i……hb˜¥…∫¥…… ®…x……  ¥…Æ˙ S…i…∫™… EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i……J™…∫™… ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…“EÚÆ˙h…∞¸{…& {…t§…r˘…‰ O…xl…&*...... EËÚ¥…±™…n˘“ {…EÚ…

∫…¥™……J™……......+∫™… ¥™……J™…… {… |…¶……J™…… ®…⁄±…EfiÚi…Ë¥… EfiÚi……* (p.327)

25. NCC  (Vol V, 1969, p.77) has an entry which reads “EËÚ¥…±™…n̆“{… (- {…EÚ…) adv. Metrical
adaptation of Tamil work Kaivalyanavan¢tam by K§¿∏a, pupil of K§¿∏ayat¢ndra and
Brahm°nandayati. Adyar II. P. 144b Adyar D. IX . 790. 791. (inc)”.
It can be seen that Thangaswami has simply copied the information, of course with
some alterations, of which the most illogical is the one of K§¿∏a to K§¿∏apa∏∑ita. It
may be noted that in the title-head, the name is given as  K§¿∏a only.

26. Dr. Acharya notes that in the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the
ALRC and NCC, the name of the author is given as K§¿∏a. He further notes that
Thangaswami has both the versions, K§¿∏a and K§¿∏apa∏∑ita. However without any
critical reasons, he opts to have the name as K§¿∏apa∏∑ita in his edition.
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Prabh° commentary on Kaivalyad¢pik°
The Prabh° commentary edited by Dr. Acharya very helpful in fixing the

correct reading of the text of Kaivalyanavan¢tam in many instances, as rightly
pointed out by K. Srinivasan. Hence it assumes significance. However, in the
same breath, we should add that the editor has miserably failed to notice many
such passages which retain the correct reading, and to fix the reading
accordingly. On the contrary he has not only retained wrong readings, but
also contributed new ones at times.

The NCC, the Descriptive Catalogue of ALRC, and scholars following
suit, have maintained that the commentary is an auto-exposition by author
himself. But facts prove the contrary. The commentary begins with four
benedictory verses offering prayers to the preceptor. Then the commentator
reveals his resolution to write a commentary on Kaivalyad¢pa. This is expressed
through a versified statement as x…i¥…… ∏…“EfiÚπh…™……‰M…“xp˘{……n˘{…R¬ÛE‰ÚØ˚Ω˛u˘™…®…¬* ¶…Ci™…… EËÚ¥…±™…n˘“{…∫™…
E÷Ú¥…Ê ¥™……J™……Δ |…¶…… ¶…v……®…¬**. Had he been writing an exposition of his own work, he
would have first stated his intention of writing a work after offering prayers to
preceptors and personal deities.

Moreover, these salutations are outside the text proper. In the fifth verse
of the text, the author after paying obeisance to his preceptor, K§¿∏ayog¢ndra,
expresses his resolve to write a work on Àtmavidy°27. Again, in the seventh
verse, he declares that his proposed work, named Kaivalyanavan¢ta, would
have two pa∂ala-s (parts), Tattvaprad¢pa and SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa28. Had
the commentator been identical with the author, he would not have offered
salutations to his preceptor twice, one outside the text proper and another
inside. Hence it is very clear that the commentator is different from the author.

Again, there is another piece of evidence to substantiate our case. The
very first sentence of the commentary runs as <Ω˛ EÚŒ∂S…i…¬ EÚ ¥…& ∫…®™…ŒM¥… n˘i…•…¿i…k¥…&
∫¥…™…Δ EfiÚi……l……Ê% {… ∫¥……x…÷¶…¥…¥…i…¬ +x™…‰π……®… {… ®…÷®…÷I…⁄h……Δ ®……‰I…∫……v…x……i®…i…k¥……¥…M…®……™… ¥…‰n˘…xi…∫……Æ˙∫{…π]ıEÚl…x…∞¸{…Δ
 EÚŒ\S…i…¬ |…EÚÆ˙h…®……Æ˙¶…®……h…& i…∫™…  x…π|…i™…⁄Ω˛{… Æ˙{…⁄Æ˙h…… n˘ ∫…r˘™…‰ |…‰I……¥…i|…¥…fik™…R¬ÛM…¶…⁄i… ¥…π…™…… n˘|…n˘∂…«x……™… S…
∫¥…EfiÚi…Δ ®…R¬ÛM…±…Δ O…xl…i……‰  x…§…vx…… i… - ∫¥…h…Ê i…*  An English rendering of the gist would be
“A poet, who has realized the Brahman, wants to write a composition on
Àtmavidy°, for the benefit of others. At the outset he offers a benediction as
part of the essential preliminaries.’’It clearly shows that the commentator is

27. +…txi…Ω˛“x……®§…Æ˙¥…i∫…÷{…⁄h…«∏…“EfiÚπh…™……‰M…“xp˘{…nΔ˘ |…h…®™…*
   +x……i®…§…xv…‰i…Æ˙n˘Ã∂…∂……∫j…®…⁄f¯…i®…x……Δ ¥…S®™…{…Æ˙…‰I…i…k¥…®…¬**
28. EËÚ¥…±™…{…⁄¥…«x…¥…x…“i…∫…®……º¥…™…Δ i…SUÙ…∫j…Δ  u˘v……  Ω˛ {…]ı±…Δ Æ˙S…™…… ®… S…ËEÚ®…¬*
   i…k¥…|…n˘“{…®…{…ÆΔ̇  EÚ±… ∫…Δ∂…™……xv…EÚ…Æ|…n˘“{…˙ ®… i… ∫…n¬̆M…÷Ø˚{……n˘¶…Ci™……**
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different from the author. It may be argued that out of humility, the author is
referring to himself as a third person. Then he would not have called himself
a realized person. Another interesting point is that the commentator calls the
author as a poet. Besides the curiosity it rouses, it is again a pointer to strengthen
our stand. Finally, one more point may be added. In the beginning of the
second part, SaΔøayacchedaprakara∏a, there is another salutation to the
preceptor. An author is not likely to offer salutations to the preceptor in the
middle of the work, that too for the third time.

Now coming to the merits of the commentary, as is already noted, it
preserves correct readings (one may peruse our footnotes noting the variants).
Another notable feature is the abundance of citations from many ø°stra works.
It quotes passages profusely from Upani¿ads, Brahmas£tra, Bhagavadg¢t°,
Prasth°natrayabh°¿ya-s of ·a¥kar°c°rya,  Pur°∏a-s, other classical works
on Philosophy like S°¥khyas£tra-s, Yogas£tra-s etc, not to speak of prakara∏a
works on Advaita Ved°nta such as Vivekac£∑°ma∏i, Paμcadas¢ and
Àtmabodha. However, often, it fails to meet the prime objective of a
commentary, viz. elucidating the text. It neither follows a plain anvayakrama
to construe the text, nor supplies a convincing exposition of it, by connecting
the cited texts, or by prefatory or concluding remarks.

The text of the commentary for two verses is reproduced hereunder as an
instance for the benefit of the readers.

i…j……{™……‰ ®… i… ¥…n˘xi…Δ {…fiSUÙ i… – ÀEÚ ¥…‰ i…*

ÀEÚ ¥…… ∂……∫j…Δ ¥…n˘ i… E÷ÚΩ˛x……Δ x……l… EÚ…Ø˚h™… ∫…xv……‰
x……¶…÷HΔÚ EÚ®…« x…∂™…‰ n˘ i… ¥…S…x… ®…nΔ̆ Y……x…¥…ºx™…‰EÚx……∂™…®…¬*
∫…¥…» EÚ®…Êi™…{…Æ˙®… {… ®…‰ ∫…Δ∂…™……‰ ¥……C™…™…÷M®…‰
I…“h…& EÚ∫®……n¬ ˘¶…¥… i…  Ω˛ M…÷Æ˙…‰ ∫…®™…M……J™…… Ω˛ ¶…⁄™…&** 2.50**29

Ω‰˛ x……l…! EÚØ˚h……∫……M…Æ˙ ¶…M…¥…x…¬! ∂……∫j…®…fiM¥…‰n˘… n˘ E÷ÚΩ˛x……Δ ¥…n˘ i… ¥……* i…l……
|…i……Æ˙EÚ¥……C™…¥…n˘|…®……h…Δ ¥……C™…Δ ¶…¥…‰i…¬* ™…i…& E÷Új… S…i…¬ “x……¶…÷HΔÚ I…“™…i…‰ EÚ®…«
EÚ±{…EÚ…‰ ]ı∂…i…ËÆ˙ {…” <i™……Ω˛* +x™…j… “Y……x……ŒMx…& ∫…¥…«EÚ®……« h… ¶…∫®…∫……iE÷ÚØ˚i…‰”, “∫…¥…»
EÚ®……« J…±…Δ {……l…« Y……x…‰ {… Æ˙∫…®……{™…i…‰” < i… S……x™…j… ∫®…™…«i…‰* i…l…… ¥…v…‰ ¥…S…x…u˘™…‰ {…

29. Here is the English translation (by Sri Ramanananda Saraswathi) of the original
Tamil song: “Can the scriptures say anything that is not absolutely true? Master, how
can I reconcile the two statements: (1) the karma of any person wears away only after
bestowing its fruits; and (2) the fire of pure wisdom burns away the karma which is
waiting to bear fruits later on?”
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®…‰ ∫…Δ∂…™……‰ V……i…&. i…iEÚ∫®……i…¬ I…“h……‰ x…π]ı…‰ ¶…¥…‰i…¬* i…l…… ∫…®™…R¬Û  x…h…«™…®……J™…… Ω˛ ¶…⁄™…&
{…÷x…Æ˙{…“ i…** 50**
=i∫…M……«{…¥……n˘x™……™…®…… ∏…i™… i…n÷̆k…ÆΔ̇  ¥…¥…I…÷& {…⁄¥…«EÚ…hb˜…l…» ∫…R¬ÛM…fi¡ EÚl…™… i… – Bi…
< i…*

Bi…‰ V…“¥…… +∫…R¬ÛJ™…… + {… S… Æ˙i…®…®…“π……®…∫…R¬ÛJ™…Δ ∫…®…“I™…
∏…÷i™…… i…k…VV…x……x……Δ æ˛n˘™…{… Æ˙h…Ài…  ∫¥…… v…EÚ…ÆΔ̇ i…l……‰HÚ®…¬*
{…÷π{……‰i{…k…‰∫i…÷ {…∂S……n˘ {… °Ú±…V… x…¥…i…¬ {…⁄¥…« ∫…r˘…xi… B¥…Δ
EÚ…hb˜j…™™…… |…¥…fi k…∫i…n˘x…÷ S… EÚ l…i…… ∫……  x…¥…fi k…& GÚ®…‰h…** 2.51**30

Bi…‰ |……h……x……Δ V…“¥… ™…i……Æ˙& V…“¥……& +∫…R¬ÛJ™……i…… +x…xi……& +x……n̆…Ë ∫…Δ∫……Æ˙∫……M…Æ‰̇ {… Æ˙®…Mx……&*
+®…“π……Δ S… Æ˙i…Δ S…… Æ˙j…Δ EÚ®…Ê i… ™……¥…i…¬* i…n˘{™…∫…R¬ÛJ™…®…¬* M…Ω˛x…… EÚ®…«h……‰ M… i…& < i…
¶…M…¥…u˘S…x……SS…* ∫…®…“I™… {…™……«±……‰S™… i…‰π……®…‰¥… V…x…∂…§n˘˘¥……S™……x……Δ æ˛n˘™…{… Æ˙h… i…®…¬*
<π]Δı ®…‰ ¶…⁄™……n˘ x…π]Δı ®…‰ ®…… ¶…⁄i…¬ < i… ®…x……‰¥…fiÀk… ∫¥……v……ÆΔ˙ S… i…k…u˘h……«∏…®……‰ S…i…… v…EÚ…ÆΔ˙
S… o˘π]¬ı¥…… ∏…÷i™…… ¥…‰n‰˘x…Ë¥… i…l……‰HÚ& - +… S…k…∂…÷ r˘ EÚ®……«x…÷π`‰ˆ™…®…¬ +…•…¿∫……I……iEÚ…ÆΔ˙
 ¥…t…%¶™…∫…x…“™…… <i™…… n̆&* i…SS… {…÷π{……‰i{…k…‰& {…∂S……iE÷Ú∫…÷®……‰n¬M̆…®…x……x…xi…ÆΔ̇ °Ú±……‰i{… k…¥…i…¬*
i…l……‰HÚ∂S… {…⁄¥…«EÚ…hb˜ ∫…r˘…xi…&*
™…u˘… |……S…“x…∫…®|…n˘…™……M…i…& Æ˙…r˘…xi…&* ™… Bπ… B¥…®…‰¥… EÚ…hb˜j…™™……  j…EÚ…hb˜ ¥…π…™…™……
∏…÷i™…… |…¥…fi k…EÚ… ®…x……Δ |…EÚ… ∂…i……* i…n˘x…÷  ¥…Æ˙HÚ…x……Δ GÚ®…‰h…  x…¥…fi k…∂S… EÚ l…i……*
""±……E‰Ú%Œ∫®…x…¬  u˘ ¥…v……  x…π`ˆ… {…÷Æ˙… |……‰HÚ… ®…™……%x…P…* Y……x…™……‰M…‰x… ∫……R¬ÛJ™……x……Δ
EÚ®…«™……‰M…‰x… ™……‰ M…x……®…¬'' < i… ¶…M…¥…ŭS…x……i…¬* i…l…… S… ¶……π™…… ¶… Ω̨i…®…¬ "" x…i™……x™… ¶… Ω̨i…… x…
EÚ®……«h™…÷{……k…n÷˘ Æ˙i…I…™……l……« x… EÚ…®™…… x… °Ú±……–il…x……Δ {…⁄¥…«Œ∫®…x…¬ O…xl…‰ +l…‰n˘…x…”
EÚ®……Ê{……n˘…x…Ω‰̨i…÷{… Æ˙Ω˛…Æ˙…™… •…¿ ¥…t… |…∫i…⁄™…i…‰'' < i…* i…l…… S… ¥™……∫…¥…S…x…®…¬ –

""u˘… ¥…®……¥…l… {…xl……x……Ë ™…j… ¥…‰n˘…& |… i…Œπ ˆ̀i……&*
|…¥…fi k…±…I…h……‰ v…®……Ê  x…¥…fi k…∂S…  ¥…¶…… π…i…&**'' < i…*

It can be seen that though the commentator cites many passages which
may help a studious reader to go into the intricacies of the concepts hinted at
or discussed, he does not care to connect the citations with the passage at
hand and to give a general purport of it. In many an instance, the reader is left

30.See the English translation (by Sri Ramanananda Saraswathi) : “Master: My son, the
Jivas are unlimited in number, capacity and kind, and their actions also are similarly
unlimited. In three sections the beneficent Vedas prescribe according to the aptitude
of seekers, with preliminary views succeeded by final conclusions, like flowers by
fruits”.
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in the dark in his quest to get the purport of the text. This assumes more
gravity as the present work, Kaivalyanavan¢tam, is a versified translation of a
philosophical work. We can see the translator struggling to transform the ideas
and expressions of the original text in a different linguistic context, that too
within the constraints caused by the metrical composition.

Another significant aspect is that the commentator uses a Malayalam word
indicating his Kerala origin. While answering the question as to why M°y°
should come into existence, it is described that otherwise, the entire universe
will be in a state of utter chaos. “If that were the case, fire would function like
water, bitter things would taste sweet, degraded people would monopolise
wisdom, mountains would be clouds; and ocean would be clay”, it is described
in the text. The Sanskrit rendering of the passage runs as {…∂™…‰™……k……‰™…¶……¥…Δ ∂…÷ S…Æ˙ {…
EÚ]÷ıEÚ& ∂…E«ÚÆ˙…i¥…Δ ∫…®…“™……z…“S…… ¥…‰n˘…x…¬ {…`‰ˆ™…÷ÃM… Æ˙Æ˙ {… V…±…n˘…‰ ¥…… Æ˙ v…®…fi« k…EÚ… ∫™……i…¬**. Explaining the
phrase EÚ]÷ıEÚ& ∂…E«ÚÆ˙…i¥…Δ ∫…®…“™……i…¬ the commentator writes EÚ]÷ıEÚ…‰  x…®§…… n˘& ∂…E«ÚÆ˙…i¥…Δ {…\S…∫……Æ˙i……Δ
∫…®…“™……i…¬.  He explains the word øarkar° as paμcas°ra. This word, paμcas°ra, is
a Malayalam word for sugar31. This indicates that he might have hailed from
some part of Kerala.

Notable features of the Veraval edition

1. This edition contains a total of 284 verses. There are 108 verses in the
first part which is named as Tattvaprad¢paprakara∏a, including the seven prefatory
verses which are given separately under the head Prast°van° in the RSV1, RSV2
and GN editions. The second part, named SaΔøayacchedaprad¢paprakara∏a
contains 176 verses. There is a separate guruvandana verse at the beginning
of the second part (prakara∏a). The same verse with a slight variant reading
appears as one of the concluding verses in the RSV and GN editions.

The editor has not justified the naming of the second section as
SaΔøayacchedaprad¢paprakara∏a. In the first verse of the section the text gives
the names as Sandehapraøamanaprakara∏a. In the Prast°van° verse (7) it is called
SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa.

2. The editor has not looked into how the work came to be known as
Kaivalyad¢pik°. Inside the work, the author calls it Kaivalyanavan¢ta only.

31. In Telugu language the word for sugar is paμcad°ram. Hence the possibility of the
commentator being a native of Andhra region cannot be ruled out as paμcas°rat°m
can be a scribal error. The actual word employed by the commentator may be
paμcad°rat°m.
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3. The edition is valuable from the angle of textual criticism as it has
readings that are found better than those of previous editions. Dr. Acharya
has done a commendable job by editing the text.

4. The appendices attached, especially the one giving the metres of verses
employed in the work, and the list of passages cited in the text from scriptures
and classical works, add much research value to the edition.

5. The author has employed more than 18 metres in his work. They include
special metres such as °ry°, mattakokila, paμcac°mara, p§thv¢ apart from popular
ones like m°lin¢, indravajr°, upendravajr°, upaj°ti, vasantatilak°, ø°lin¢,
mand°kr°nt°, ø°rd£lavikr¢∑ita and sragdhar°. He is fond of long metres. Most
of the verses are written in either ø°rd£lavikr¢∑ita or sragdhar°. Dr. Acharya
has rightly pointed out that the 48th (EËÚ¥…±™…Δ Y……x…™……‰M……t n˘ ¶…¥… i… M…÷Æ˙…‰) and 50th verses (ÀEÚ
¥…… ∂……∫j…Δ ¥…n˘ i… E÷ÚΩ˛x……Δ) of the second prakara∏a bear metrical incongruity.

6. However, six instances where Dr. Acharya points out metrical
incongruity, have been caused by his wrong readings32. Had he consulted the
previous editions he could have avoided this predicament. In some instances
his negligence assumes gravity. With a wrong reading in the text he proceeds
to allege this, when the commentary has the correct reading. For instance in
the 116th verse of the second prakara∏a, andhaΔ p°n°di etc he reads the
fourth line as  ¥…i∫……S…I¥… i¥…n˘“™…Δ ∫…÷J…®…x…÷¶…¥… i… EÚ…‰Œ∫i… x……i®…u˘™…Δ ∫™……i…¬ and alleges UÙxn˘…‰̆¶…R¬ÛM…
(ª…Mv…Æ˙…). It is the variant reading ∫…÷J…®…x…÷¶…¥… i… which causes the incongruity. The
commentary which the editor is bringing out along with the text (which he
believes to have been written by the author himself) has the reading ∫…÷J…®…x…÷¶… ¥…i……
which nullifies the apprehension. The commentary thereon reads i…∫™… +x…÷¶… ¥…i……
+x™…∫i…∫™……{™…x™… <i™…x…¥…∫l…… S… |…∫…V™…‰i…*33.

7. The editor, who refers to the description of NCC, the Descriptive
Catalogue of ALRC and the Advaita-Ved°nta Literature : A Bibliographical
Survey  (R. Thangaswami, 1980) in detail about the transcripts of the text
available in the ALRC, never even mentions  about the RSV edition of the text
(not to speak of consulting it for fixing up better readings).

32.  These are the six verses : i) Y……x…Δ o˘π]ı̈ …%x…÷¶…⁄i…Δ (2.84), ii) V…b˜…EÚ…Æ˙v™……x…Δ EÚl… ®… i…  n˘∂…‰n¬
(2.86), iii) V…M…iEÚi……« EÚ…™…»  ¥… n˘i…®… {… (2.98), iv) +z…Δ {……x…… n˘ ∫…¥…» ™… n˘Ω˛ ∫…÷J…i…i…‰& (2.116), v)
Bπ… ∫¥…{x……‰  Ω˛ ¶…÷Ci¥…… (2.148), vi) ∏…“®…x…¬ n‰̆ ∂…EÚ ™…i…¬  j… ¶…∂S… EÚÆ˙h…Ë& (2.81). For Dr. Acharya's
apprehensions and discussions see Vera, pp. 37-41. And for explanations and correct
readings see footnotes in the present edition, pertaining to the said verses.

33.Vera, p. 205. Also see p. 39 for the discussions made by Dr. Acharya.
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8. There is a plentitude of typographical and grammatical errors which
could have been avoided.

9. The editor has not taken proper care to go through the commentary
and rectify the wrong readings that have crept into the text. The commentary
has preserved the right reading in many instances. But the editor has failed to
notice this. This was caused by his not consulting the previous editions of
Kaivalyanavan¢tam.34

However his efforts to edit the text which retains good readings of the
text should be appreciated.

Tamil version is original

The debate over the relative priority of the Sanskrit and Tamil
Kaivalyanavan¢tam is an old one. As we have seen, Govinda Iyer had this
doubt was lurking in his mind. After studying the Tamil and the two Sanskrit
versions for twenty years, he came to the conclusion that Tamil is the original
and Sanskrit versions are its translations. His opinion carries much weight,
for, he strongly argues at length in his prefatory statement that T°∏∑avar°ya
Sv°mikaΩ was indeed a Brahmin. One would naturally expect of such a person,
a bias towards Sanskrit. But he clearly states that Tamil version is the original.

In their ‘Publisher’s note’, R. S. Vadhyar & Sons present the issue as
“Both the Sanskrit and Tamil Verses are very typical and each appears as if a
commentary on the other”.

Mahamahopadhyaya Ananthakrishna Sastri clearly maintains that Sanskrit
is the original, and Tamil version is translation. He writes :

“Some people hold the opinion that the author of both the versions, Tamil
and Sanskrit, is the same person. However, it is not valid as we do not get any
corroborative evidence, either internal or external, to prove that T°∏∑avam£rtti
Sv°mikaΩ and ·a¥kukavi are identical. I believe that Sanskrit version is the
original and Tamil, the translation. Arunachala Swami, the commentator of
the Tamil Kaivalyanavan¢tam, also maintains this view. In his prefatory
statement for the first verse, he states that T°∏∑avam£rtti Sv°mikaΩ was
proficient in Sanskrit also. This implies either that the author of both Sanskrit
and Tamil versions are the same person or that the Tamil version is based on

34. There are quite a large number of instances. To cite all of these will be cumbersome.
Here are some: See our foot notes no. 16, 55, 57,102,107, 134, 202, 223, 229, 234,
259, 269, 276, 288, 303, 317, 340, 370 and 384.
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the Sanskrit version. The first case is out of question as it is said that ·a¥kukavi
is the author of the Sanskrit version. Hence it ends up in the second case
(Tamil version is based on the Sanskrit version). If somebody proves that
·a¥kukavi is another name of T°∏∑avam£rtti Sv°mikaΩ, I would accept.
I am not rigid on either case”35.

One can see that Sastri does not go into the merits of either work and that
it is on weak ground that he comes to the conclusion. He bases his argument
on a statement made by Sri Arunachala Swami. Further, on the authorship of
Sanskrit version, he simply says that ‘it is said’ (∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ¥…‰& EÚi…fi«i¥…¥…h…«x……z……¥… i…π`ˆi…
< i…). Hence it can be seen that he is not giving a considered conclusion.

If we go into the internal evidences, there are some grounds which prompt
us to presume that Sanskrit version is the translation.

1. There are seven verses (prast°van°) given separately outside the two
main sections of the Sanskrit work. In Tamil literary tradition, there is a
convention of prefixing a work with p°yiraΔ verses. However in Sanskrit
literary tradition, for a versified work on ø°stric discipline, such as a prakara∏a,
it has never been the practice. Of course some verses as offering of prayers
and other benedictory verses are given in the beginning of a work. As in the
case of Har¿acarita, for certain prose works, prefatory statements are expressed
in many verses. But they form a part of the work and are not treated as a
separate prologue.

2. Let us have a close look at the very first verse of the Prast°van°. It is
an obeisance to the Supreme being - Absolute bliss and Absolute
Consciousness - which permeates the whole domain of existence. Here there
is a word ∫¥…h…«I…‰j…¥…v…⁄∫{…fiΩ˛…∫… Ω˛i…æ˛k…x®…÷HÚ S…k……i®…x……®…¬. It means of those, who are swayed
by the craving for gold, lands and women; and those who are not. Here a

35. E‰ÚS…x… i…÷ ®…x™…xi…‰ p˘… ¥…b˜¶……π……®…™…∫™… EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…∫™… ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……®…™…∫™… S……∫™… EÚi…ÍEÚ B¥…‰ i…* <nΔ̆ i…÷
®…i…®…|…®……h…®…¬* i……hb˜¥…®…⁄Ãi…∫¥……®™…‰¥… ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ ¥…Æ˙{™……∫…“ n˘i™…j…  Ω˛ x…  EÚ®… {… |…®……h…Δ O…xl…®…v™……n˘x™…i……‰
¥…… ¥…™…®… v…M…SUÙ…®…&*  x…§…xv…™……‰Æ˙x…™……‰& ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……®…™…®…‰¥… ®…⁄±…®…¬, p˘… ¥…b˜¶……π……®…™…Δ i…÷ i…∫™…Ë¥……x…÷¥……n˘∞¸{… ®… i…
®…®… |… i…¶…… i…* <n˘®…‰¥… p˘… ¥…b˜¶……π……®…™…∫™… EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…∫™… ¥™……J™……i……%j…¶…¥……x…Ø˚h……S…±…∫¥……®™… {… ®…x™…i…‰*
|…l…®…∂±……‰EÚ…‰{…GÚ®… h…EÚ…™……Δ p˘… ¥…b˜¶……π……®…™…EËÚ¥…±™…x…¥…x…“i…∫™… EÚi……«ÆΔ̇ ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……™……®… {…  ¥…∂…‰π…i……‰  x…πh……i…Δ
¥…n˘x…¬, i…u˘h…«x…∫™…  Ω˛ |…™……‰V…x…®…∫™…Ë¥……‰¶…™…EÚi…fii¥…‰x… ¥…… ∫™……i…¬, +l…¥…… ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……®…™…∫™… n˘∂…«x…‰x…
p˘… ¥…b˜¶……π……®…™…∫™… Æ˙S…x… ®… i… ¥™…¥…∫l……{…x…‰x… ¥……* +…t∫i…÷ {…I…& ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……®…™……‰%j… ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ¥…‰&
EÚi…fi«i¥…¥…h…«x……z……¥… i…π ˆ̀̂i… < i…  u˘i…“™…‰ {…I… B¥… {…™…«¥…∫……x…®…¬* ™… n˘ i…÷ E‰ÚS…x… ∏…“ ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ ¥… Æ˙i™… {… ∏…“
i……hb̃¥…®…⁄Ãi…∫¥…… ®…x… B¥… x……®……xi…Æ˙ ®… i… |…n̆∂…« ™…π™…Œxi… |…®……h…V……i…‰x…, i…ÃΩ̨ ¥…™…®… {… i…x®…i…®…‰¥… i…j……x…÷∫… Æ˙π™……®…&,
x……∫®……EÚ®…j……O…Ω˛ ¥…∂…‰π…& EÚŒ∫®…z… {… ®…i…‰*
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concept deep-rooted in Indian tradition is involved. It is that of ‘e¿a∏°traya’
– the triad of unbreakable attachment, attachment towards women, wealth
and son (d°rai¿a∏°, vittai¿a∏° and putrai¿a∏°). Here in our verse, instead of
this triad, which is very popular in Sanskrit tradition, the triad of gold, lands
and women is seen. As cited by Govinda Iyer in his T°tparyad¢pikai
commentary36, T°yum°navar, a great saint philosopher refers to
‘e¿a∏°traya’as ‘ponnai, m°tarai p£miyai’ (gold, women and lands).

3. Besides, this compound word, ∫¥…h…«I…‰j…¥…v…⁄∫{…fiΩ˛…∫… Ω ˛i…æ˛k…x®…÷HÚ S…k……i®…x……®…¬, is
difficult to construe. No Sanskrit scholar would begin his work with such an
indistinct word. It should be explained as ∫¥…h…Ê I…‰j…‰ ¥…v¥……\S… ™…… ∫{…fiΩ˛… i…i∫… Ω˛i…Δ ™…‰π……Δ æ˛i…¬
i…‰π……®…¬, i…l…… i…x®…÷HÚ…Ë  S…k……i®……x……Ë S… ™…‰ i…‰π……\S…‰i™…÷¶…™…‰π……®…¬. Here we can see a translator struggling
to get a suitable phrase to convey the idea within the frame of chosen metre.
But the Tamil version is in a natural flowing style. It runs as

ponnilam°tar°caip poruntinar porunt°ruΩΩan-
tannilantarattir c¢vac°k¿i m°ttiram°y nirkkuΔ /
ennila¥kaΩinu mikka veæunilamavaººin mÆl°Δ
nannilamaruvum Ækan°yakan pata¥kaΩ p∞ºº¢ //
4. In this verse, there is beautiful dvit¢y°k¿arapr°sa. The word nannilam

(meaning the holiest of all holy places as well as the tur¢y°t¢ta state)
suggestively refers to author’s native village, Nannilam. To rhyme with this
only, the author has chosen the word ‘pon’ in the first phrase, denoting gold
(instead of wealth or sons, in the triad, e¿a∏°traya). He knows quite well what
e¿a∏°traya  comprises of. He refers to them in another verse as ‘manaivi
makkaΩartta ¢∂a∏aikaΩ’37.

5. T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ, in the seventh p°yiraΔ verse, states that he
is designing his work, titled Kaivalyanavan¢tam, in two pa∂ala-s, their names
being Tattuva viΩakkam and CandÆkaΔ teΩital. The Sanskrit translator follows
suit and states that his work, titled Kaivalyanavan¢tam, would have two pa∂ala-s,
Tattvaprad¢pa and SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa.

EËÚ¥…±™…{…⁄¥…«x…¥…x…“i…∫…®……º¥…™…Δ i…SUÙ…∫j…Δ  u˘v……  Ω˛ {…]ı±…Δ Æ˙S…™…… ®… S…ËEÚ®…¬*
i…k¥…|…n˘“{…®…{…ÆΔ˙  EÚ±… ∫…Δ∂…™……xv…EÚ…Æ|…n˘“{…˙ ®… i… ∫…n¬˘M…÷Ø˚{……n˘¶…Ci™……**

However, forgetting the fact that he has named his sections as pa∂ala, he states

36. https://archive.org/details/KaivalyaNavaneetham TamilThandava raya Swamigal
1933/page/n79/mode/1up

37. Tattuva viΩakkappa∂alaΔ 13
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in the first verse of second section that he is commencing the prakara∏a, which is
named Sandehapraøamana.

Moreover he gives another name for the second section. He has changed
SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa to Sandehapraøamana.

Here we may take note of another fact too. In the Prast°van° verse, the
translator, while naming the sections, uses a metaphor. He calls both the sections
as Prad¢pa. This may be the reason that the work, later on got to be called as
Kaivalyad¢pa. To go along with this metaphor, the commentator names his
work as Prabh°.

Another extension of this is that the second section got to be named as
SaΔøayacchedaprad¢paprakara∏a.

Another striking fact is that this metaphor of prad¢pa has originated from
a wrong translation. The name of the first section given by Ta∏∑avar°ya
Sv°mikaΩ is ‘TattuvaviΩakkam.’ Here ‘viΩakkam’ menas explanation.
However, taking it wrongly for ‘d¢pa’ (viΩakku), the Sanskrit translator
employs the metaphor of lamp.

6. The Sanskrit composition is generally clear and elegant. However
occasionally, it turns out to be ambiguous and clumsy. A comparison with the
corresponding Tamil versions clearly points to the prospect of the Sanskrit version
being the translation. Let us examine three - four instances.

a. In the fifth p°yiraΔ verse T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ states the objective
of his work. It is to inculcate the art of self realization to those who are dull-
witted to get into the discipline of bondage and liberation. This is the way he
expresses it: ‘pantamuΔ v¢∂u¥k°∂∂ap paranta n£l p°rkka m°∂∂°
maintarumu∏arum°ºu vastutattuvaΔ colvÆnÆ’. The Sanskrit rendering for
this is a prosaic, word for word translation, the spirit behind being sweepingly
drained (+x……i®…§…xv…‰i…Æ˙n˘Ã∂…∂……∫j…®…⁄f¯…i®…x……Δ ¥…S®™…{…Æ˙…‰I…i…k¥…®…¬). No Sanskrit scholar would
employ the word an°tmabandhetaradarøiø°stram for Ved°nta, unless he is
bound by some constraint.

b. In the 42nd verse of the first section, there is a verse which narrates the
nature of veiling power (°vara∏aøakti) of tamogu∏a. The Sanskrit verse is:

∫¥……‰{…®……x…{…Æ˙®…‰∑…ÆΔ̇  ¥…x…… Y…… x…x…Δ i¥…∫…n˘¶……x…∞¸{…¥…i…¬*
Y……x…±……‰S…x… {…v……x…EÚ… Æ˙ ™…i…¬ |……¥…fih……‰ i… ∫…EÚ±…Δ i…®……‰ ™…l……** 42**

What is intended is this: “It (°vara∏aøakti) veils the eye of wisdom of
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everybody except those of Ãøvara, who is unequalled, and the realized jμ°nin-s.
Its nature is that of ‘it is not there’ (n°sti) and ‘it is unconscious’ (na bh°ti).
It simply covers everything just like a dense darkness of a rainy night.” The
°vara∏aøakti is said to veil the nature of ABSOLUTE EXISTENCE and
ABSOLUTE CONSCIOUSNESS of Brahman.

However the Sanskrit verse is not clear at two points. Instead of saying
+x…÷{…®…®…¬ <«∑…ÆΔ̇ Y…… x…x…\S…  ¥…Ω˛…™… <i…Æ‰̇π……Δ ∫…¥…Êπ……Δ, it says ∫¥……‰{…®……x…{…Æ˙®…‰∑…ÆΔ̇  ¥…x…… Y…… x…x…®…¬. Besides,
had the phrases n°sti and na bh°ti been used instead of +∫…n˘¶……x…∞¸{…¥…i…¬, it would
have been unambiguous. The Tamil version uses these Sanskrit phrases and
the verse is very clear and elegant. Here is the verse:

t°nikar tanakk°m¢can tanaiyuΔ ta¥kaΩaitt°Δ ka∏∂a
μ°nikaΩ tamaiyumanºi n°sti na bh°tiyenºuΔ /
£niºai uyirkaΩuΩΩilu∏arviæik kuru∂°Δ va∏∏aΔ
v°nilaΔ ticaikaΩ m£∂um maæai niciyiruΩ p∞nm£∂um //

c. While explaining the Upani¿adic wisdom that the Brahman is beyond
comprehension and it is the knower himself, the Tamil version has this beautiful
expression:

aºipa∂uΔ poruΩ n¢yallai aºipa∂°pporuΩ n¢yallai /
aºiporuΩ °kum unnai anupavittaºiv°y n¢yÆ /

The Sanskrit version goes as x……Y……i…∫i¥…Δ Y……i… B¥…… ∫… x… i¥…Δ Y……i……ÆΔ̇ i¥……Δ ∫¥……x…÷¶…⁄i™…Ë¥…
 ¥… r˘**. This simply states, You are not unknown. Nor you are known. You
know the knower by self-experience’. The Tamil version clearly conveys
that ‘You cannot be known (x… Y…‰™…∫i¥…Δ) and at the same time you are not
unknowable’ (x……Y…‰™…∫i¥…Δ)’, which in its subtlety and beauty, is lost in the Sanskrit.
The idea behind is that the self cannot be known by mind, intellect, sense
organs or any other ordinary means of knowledge. It can only be experienced.
One can only ‘BE IT’.

d.  To convey the idea that the self is indestructible and it cannot be got
rid of, there is a verse. The Sanskrit version runs as :

i…{™…iEÚ…‰{…¥…∂……n˘ΩΔ˛  Ω˛ ®…Æ˙h…Δ M…SUÙ‰™… ®…i™……i…÷Æ˙…&
E‰Ú S…i∫¥…Δ ∫¥…™…®…÷i∫…fiV…Œxi… ™…n˘i…& ∫¥……i™…HfiÚ¶……¥…& E÷Úi…&*
B¥…\S…‰SUfiÙh…÷ ™……‰ ¥…{…÷∫i™…V… i… ∫… i™…HÚ… x… i…÷ ∫¥…Δ ®…x……E¬Ú

∫¥…Œ∫®…x…¬ C¥……{™…Ø˚ S…V…«x…∫™… x… ¶…¥…‰i…¬ EÚ∫™…… {… EÚ…‰{……o˘i…‰**

The intended sense is “One cannot ask ‘In a fit of anger if somebody
commits suicide, is he not getting rid of the self?’. What he leaves is not his
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self, but the body. Nobody hates his own self unless he is severely agitated”.
One can see the clumsiness in the expression, which make us apprehensive
that it is a case of ineffective translation. Moreover the usage i…{™…iEÚ…‰{…¥…∂……n¬ is
grammatically incorrect.

e. Regarding m°y° there is a verse:

+ŏ∂™……%¥……S™……J™……EfiÚ i…EÚ±…x…®……i…… ¶…M…¥…i……‰
™… n˘ |……‰HÚ… ∂… HÚ& EÚl… ®…¥… S…  x…&∂…‰π… ¥…±…™…®…¬*
μ…V…‰i…¬ ∫……% ¶…z…… S…‰i…¬ EÚl… ®…¥… {…Æ˙…i®…ËC™…®…™…i…‰

 ¥…®…÷ HÚxx……Ê ±…¶™…… EÚl…™… ∫…EÚ±…Δ ®…‰ M…÷h… x…v…‰**

No Sanskritist would disagree if I say that it is not a well-crafted expression
to convey the idea “How to eradicate m°y° which is said to be beyond
perception and description, and which causes ‘names and forms’? If it is
identical with Brahman then ‘Non-dualism’ fails. And if it is different how
come one can realize the non-dual Brahman?”.

Such compositions strengthen our apprehension that Sanskrit version is
the translation and Tamil is the original. One cannot argue that all this shows
author’s incompetence, as there are well-crafted verses in the Sanskrit work
that attest the author’s proficiency. See, for instance, the following verses:

¥…∫j…i…xi…÷ EÚÆ˙“]ıE÷Úhb˜±… x…πEÚEÚ…\S…x…E÷ÚŒhb˜EÚ…-
®…fiu˘n‰˘¥…®…÷n˘“I™…i…… ®…Ω S…ËEÚ®…‰¥…  Ω˛ ¥…∫i…÷i…&*

EÚ…Æ˙h……n¬˘ ¥™… i… Æ˙HÚ®…Œ∫i… x… EÚ…™…«¥…∫i…÷ EÚn˘…S…x…‰-
i™……i®…®……j… ¥…±……‰EÚx…Δ i¥…{…¥……n˘®……Ω÷˛Æ˙®…÷Δ §…÷v……&** 1.39**

 ¥…I…‰{……¥…fiı i…∫…ΔY…™……‰Æ˙ i…V…b˜…i∫…\V……i…™……‰∫i¥…Δ M…÷h……i…¬
∂…Ci™……‰¥…Í i…®…∫…∫i…÷ ∫…®¶… h…i…¥……Œx¥…I…‰{…∂…H‰Ú& EfiÚ i…®…¬*

∂…Δ∫…i¥……¥…Æ˙h…∫™… EÚ…™…«®… J…±…Δ ™…‰x…Ë¥… §…xv……‰ ¶…¥…‰-
 n˘i™……J™……i…¥… i… |…¶…⁄i… ¥…x…™…‰  ∂…π™…‰ M…÷Ø˚& |……Ω˛ i…®…¬**  1.40**

∫…¥…Ê V…“¥……∫i¥…™… ®… i… M…÷Æ˙…‰ |……‰HÚ¥……x…∫™… ®……‰I…‰

∫…¥…Ê ®…÷ÀHÚ EÚl…®… i…i…Æ˙…Δ x……‰ ±…¶…xi…‰ ¥…n˘∫¥…*

∫…¥…«¥™……J™……E÷Ú∂…±… EÚl…™…∫¥…Ëi…n˘{™……i®…®…⁄i…Ê** 2.38**
®……™……  ®…l™…… i…i|…∫…⁄i…… x…  ®…l™…… ®……i…… x… ∫™……SS…‰iE÷Úi…& {…÷j…V…x®…*

 x…Œ∂S…i™…‰il…Δ ∫…¥…«®…‰i…x®…fiπ…‰ i… •…¿ ∫™……∫i¥…Δ ∫…ŒSS…n˘…x…xn˘∞¸{…®…¬** 2.91**

7. The Tamil work authored by T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ has been
translated into many languages (including Sanskrit). It has also been studied
and commented upon in many languages. But the Sanskrit version has not
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got such attention. Hence it would not be inappropriate if we presume that the
Tamil version is original and the Sanskrit version its translation.

Some observations on the translation and the translator
Now, with this presumption we shall look into some aspects of the Sanskrit

text.

1. Had the translator stated plainly that he is translating a celebrated work
on Advaita Ved°nta originally composed in Tamil language by T°∏∑avar°ya
Sv°mikaΩ, all these wrangles could  not have emerged.

2. Another fact which adds up to the complication further is that he has
not changed the name of the work. He calls it as kaivalyanavan¢ta in the
seventh of prast°van° verses. Though he calls it by the terms kaivalyasarpis
in the sixth verse, it can be seen that it is used as a synonym or equivalent only
just to suit the meter. Similarly in the verse no.179 of the second prakara∏a he
uses the term kaivalyaø°stra in place of kaivalyanavan¢tan£l in the Tamil
original. It is just the shortened version of kaivalyanavan¢tasam°hvayaΔ
tacch°stram in the Prast°van°  verse, where he specifically states that the
work is named kaivalyanavan¢ta.

3. He changes the names of the two sections of the original work. The
Tamil original has the names Tattuva viΩakkap pa∂ala and SandehaΔ teΩital
pa∂ala. These terms mean ‘the pa∂ala dealing with explanation of reality’ and
‘the pa∂ala dealing with clarification of doubts’ respectively. The translator calls
them as two pa∂ala-s which go by the names Tattvaprad¢pa (Lamp of reality)
and SaΔøay°ndhak°raprad¢pa (Lamp which dispels the darkness of doubts).

It may be noted that he forgets this metaphor and calls the second section
as prakara∏a dealing with Sandeha praøamana (Extinguisher of doubt).

4. The translator conveniently leaves out all the personal references made
by T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ.

a. In the seventh P°yiraΔ verse T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ pays obeisance
to Ve¥ka∂Æøa Mukunda, whom he calls ‘Liberated (muttan) and ‘One who
moulded me’ (kattan)38. Commentators explain this to mean ‘Salutations to
Lord Ven¥ka∂°calapati of Tirupati’. The Sanskrit translator omits this
salutation completely.

b. T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ refers to his preceptor N°r°ya∏a with due
reverence, in a verse wherein he expresses his boundless bliss on ‘Realization’.

38. muttanai ve¥ka∂Æcamukundanai enaiy°∂ko∏∑a kattanai va∏a¥ki
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He explicitly states that the bliss is due to the mercy and affection of N°ra∏a
(for N°r°ya∏a). The translator not only omits the reference to N°r°ya∏a, but
replaces it with a verse in praise of his teacher39. The translation naturally
misses the emotional fervor that is experienced in the original. The original
Tamil verse and its Sanskrit translations are given hereunder.

“enna pu∏∏iyam∞ ceytÆnÆtu p°kkiyam∞ k°∏Æ-
nannilantanileæunta n°ra∏an kirupaiy°lÆ/

tanniyan°nÆ n°nuttar¢yattai v¢cukinºÆn
tanniyaninnun°nÆ t°∏∂avam°∂ukinºÆn//”
ÀEÚ ¥…… ¶……M™…Δ x… V……x…‰  EÚ®…÷ ∫…÷EfiÚi…®…ΩΔ ̨x…Ë¥… V……x…‰ |…C±…fi{i…Δ

EfiÚπh……x…xn̆…ti…“xp̆…n̆ {…  ¥…{…÷±…EfiÚ{……Δ |……{™… ®…÷HÚ…‰ v…Æ˙h™……®…¬*
"v…x™……‰ v…x™……‰%Œ∫®… v…x™……‰ §…i… §…i…  x…i…Æ˙…Δ v…x™…v…x™……‰%Œ∫®… ¶…⁄™……‰'

x…fik…Δ E÷Ú¥…Ê |…Ω˛π……«n÷˘{… Æ˙  S… i… ®…n˘…n˘…v…÷x……‰®™…÷k…Æ˙“™…®…¬**

c. In the next verse, T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ narrates how, his parents
anticipated his exhilarated dance on realizing the ABSOLUTE even at his birth
itself and named him T°∏∑ava. The translator leaves out the verse untranslated40.

d. The translator not only avoids N°r°ya∏a’s name, but also inserts his
own preceptor’s name. In the fifth p°yiraΔ verse T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ
salutes the MASTER PRECEPTOR (Sadguru), the Omnipresent
Consciousness. The translator replaces Sadguru by his personal preceptor’s
name K§¿∏a Yat¢ndra (here he puts it as K§¿∏a Yog¢ndra).

e. We have seen that in the very first verse, T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ,
through a pun, suggestively refers to his native village Nannilam. That too is
conspicuously avoided by the translator.

f. In the penultimate verse in the RSV1, RSV2 and GN, there is a verse
offering salutations to one K§¿∏°nanda yat¢øvara. This verse is given in Vera
as an invocatory verse of the second section. And the name of the preceptor is
not K§¿∏°nanda yat¢øvara but Brahm°nanda yat¢øvara.

39. In another verse in the epilogue (mu∂ivurai), T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ states that it
was N°r°ya∏a, his preceptor, who prompted him to complete the work
Kaivalyanavan¢tam to its perfection. It is said that N°r°ya∏a appeared in
T°∏∑avar°ya’s dream. This verse has not been translated into Sanskrit.

40. See the English rendering of the Tamil verse by Ramanananda Saraswathi: “How
noble have my parents been that they named me Tandava (dancer) as if they even
then foresaw that I would be overpowered by the joy of having realized the Self and
therefore dance in ecstasy!”
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·a¥kukavi, K§¿∏a and the Prabh° commentary

The question, who then is the author of the Sanskrit translation, remains
unanswered. The fact that the work was well known in the name of ·a¥kukavi
is attested by Sri Govinda Iyer and R. S. Vadhyar & Sons. They present the
work as ‘authored by ·a¥kukavi’in their editions. Besides, the edited work
contains a verse where ·a¥kukavi is said to be the author (®…Ω˛…°Ú±…Δ ∂…R¬ÛE÷ÚEÚ¥…‰ Æ˙™…Δ
EfiÚ i…®…«Ω˛…i®…x……Δ EÚh…«¥…i…Δ∫…i…… ®…™……i…¬). But the fact is that nobody else has seen the manuscript,
which the publishers (R. S. Vadhyar) used, which is said to have been handed
over by ‘one of our esteemed and revered friends, who chooses to be
anonymous’. So also is the case with Govinda Iyer’s manuscript/transcript.

The Adyar manuscript of the work does not have the cited verse which
specifies that the author is ·a¥kukavi. The Prabh° commentary furnished
therein calls the work Kaivalyad¢pa. This name does not appear anywhere
inside the text. The commentary does not give the name of the author (of the
text) either. From external evidences scholars presume that K§¿∏a is the author.
And the authorship of the translation was ascribed to the commentator, which
seems in all probability, to be wrong.

Let us briefly examine the facts which hint at the common authorship.
We have seen that the translator mentions his preceptor’s name in three verses
inside the work. In the fifth Prast°van° verse, he calls his preceptor as
K§¿∏ayog¢ndra (in place of N°ra∏a / N°r°ya∏a in the Tamil original). In the
175th verse he refers to him as K§¿∏ayat¢ndra (again in place of N°ra∏a /
N°r°ya∏a in the Tamil original). And in the penultimate verse (in the RSV1,
RSV2 and GN) he refers to him as K§¿∏ayat¢øvara. Prabh° commentary also
has a verse (invocatory verse) in which the author offers salutations to his
preceptor K§¿∏ayog¢ndra. And the very same verse of RSV1, RSV2 and
GN, in which the name K§¿∏ayat¢øvara appears, is given as the invocatory
verse for the second section in the Prabh° commentary.

There is another verse in which the name of K§¿∏ayat¢ndra appears. In
the RSV1, RSV2 and GN, it appears among the four verses given outside the
text proper as a separate invocation. Kumbha  edition also has it in the same
place. It runs as

 +®…fii…®…i…÷±… x…i™……x…xn˘∫……xp˘∫¥…∞¸{…Δ
 ¥… n̆i…∫…EÚ±…¥…‰n̆…xi……l…«i……i{…™…« x…π`̂̂®…¬*
®…fi n˘i…∫…EÚ±…n˘…‰π…Δ ®……‰I…EÚ…®…Ë& ∫…÷∫…‰¥™…Δ

M…÷Ø˚¥…Æ˙®…Ω˛®…“b‰˜ EfiÚπh…∫…ΔY…Δ ™…i…“xp˘®…¬**
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In the Vera, it is one among the three verses given as invocation by the
author of Prabh° commentary.

Hence this is the core point. The text (Sanskrit translation) and the
commentary refer to a same person as the preceptor. Besides, some verses
appearing outside the text proper in the work, as well as its commentary, also
refer to the same person as the preceptor. How could we account for this?
Before going into the issue, let us have a clear picture of the verses that are
given outside the text proper. In Kumbha, RSV1, RSV2  and GN  we get
four prefixed to the text proper. They are

1) ør¢gurucara∏advandvaΔ..... (Obeisance to the sadguru – not personal
teacher)

2) ek°ntasannihitam.... (Praise for the °tmatattva (absolute consciousness)
which is very familiar to everyone, but seldom attended to)

3) yad¢yav°ks£rya .. (Praise for a preceptor ·a¥kara, who may be
·a¥kar°c°rya ) and

4) am§tamatulanity°nanda ... (Again a prayer It is meant for the preceptor
named K§¿∏ayat¢ndra).

Apart from this there is another prayer-verse for guru in the beginning of
the second section (RSV1, RSV2  and GN). This is yasy°¥ghripadmavigaΩan
etc. It is also intended to the sadguru (Dak¿i∏°m£rtti) and not a personal teacher.

Out of these five, three, viz. yasy°¥ghripadmavigaΩan ., yad¢yav°ks£rya..,
and am§tamatulanity°nanda... are given as the invocation in the Prabh° commentary.

Now there are two possibilities, when we think of an explanation. Either,
the author and the commentator are different persons having a common
preceptor, or they are identical. The second case is out of question for reasons
shown before. If they are different persons and fellow students, all the verses
in praise of common preceptor appearing outside the text can be taken as
those of the commentator. But the manuscripts used by RS Vadhyar and
Govinda Iyer do not contain the commentary. However these verses were
there. Therefore the first case also is ruled out.

Hence to solve the issue, a conjecture is proposed here. The author,
·a¥kukavi, some time after the composition of the translation, might have
thought of writing some prefatory verses containing obeisance to his preceptor
(since the references and saluations to his teacher appearing inside the text are
only substitutes for N°r°ya∏a/ N°ra∏a, the teacher of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ).
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He might have written some verses. It seems that it is the author’s first draft
which got circulated, along with these verses, without getting his finishing
touch. During the course of migration, some of these verses might have been
treated as a part of the composition. In some manuscripts and oral transmissions
these might have been treated as additional verses outside the text proper. Our
conjecture is supported by the fact that the text travelled through copies of
manuscripts. Somewhere in the beginning years of the 20th century, Govinda
Iyer gets a copy of it from the Vattalku∏∑u Agrah°ram of Madurai in Tamil
Nadu. In the year 1916, a transcript is being prepared from a manuscript
belonging to Sri Sundararama Sastri of Madurai41. And this manuscript contains
a commentary (Prabh°) which bears the signature of a Keralite authorship42.
Our conjecture that the first draft of the translation got good circulation even
before getting the finishing touch from the author would explain another issue
also. The presence of some stylistic improprieties, and grammatical, and
metrical incongruities in the work43 would also be accounted by this. It may
be recalled that the Adyar transcript of the Prabh° commentary retains some
correct readings along with several mutilated readings.

Hence, until we get further conclusive evidences or some manuscripts of
the Sanskrit translation, it may not be inappropriate to hold that the author of
Sanskrit Kaivalyanavan¢tam is ·a¥kukavi and that the author of Prabh°
commentary on it is one of his fellow students, who might be K§¿∏a.

Another point which distinguishes ·a¥kukavi is that he was an ardent
up°saka of ‘Manonman¢’. He refers to himself as one who has been purified
of all his sins, inhibitions, and blockades by the wisdom of ‘Manonman¢’
(manonman¢jμ°navidh£ta p°pmana≈). This fact is not even alluded in the
Adyar transcript.

Present Edition

The present edition of Sanskrit Kaivalyanavan¢ta contains a new Sanskrit
commentary named K§¿∏apriy°. It is authored by editor himself. Though the

41. See “Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts”, ALRC,  Vol. IX, pp.790-792.
42. See supra p. 35
43. The following verses have metrical incongruity: EËÚ¥…±™…Δ Y……x…™……‰M……t n˘ ¶…¥… i… M…÷Æ˙…‰

(2.48), ÀEÚ ¥…… ∂……∫j…Δ ¥…n̆ i… E÷ÚΩ̨x……Δ (2.50), EfiÚi¥…… {…\S…Ë¥… ¶…⁄i……x™… {… S… (1.34), <«∂…Y……x…M…÷Ø˚∫¥…∞¸{…
¶…M…¥…z…“∂…‰x… (2.37) and +…t… ∫……  Ω˛ ∂…÷¶…‰SUÙ… (2.150).
And there are solecisms such as ∂…fih…÷π¥… (1.43), |……‰S™… (2.3), ¥…n̆∫¥… (2.4),+…S…Æ˙xi…‰ (2.28),
{…i…xi…‰ (2.54) and Bπ…Ë¥……x…xn˘EÚ…‰∂…& (1.26).
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Sanskrit translation of ·a¥kukavi has some shortcomings, it is a worthy
composition. And the Prabh° commentary on it is not unequivocal and
forthright. Hence a simple and forthright commentary is called for.
The K§¿∏apriy° is an attempt to meet this requirement. Each verse is followed
by an ‘anvaya’(prose paraphrase). And then a simple and clear explanation
of the purport is furnished. Special care has been taken to keep the exposition
straightforward. Every verse is introduced with a brief preface.

Much care has been taken to find and adopt the best of the variants while
editing the text. The RSV edition has been taken as the main source for the
text. We have consulted all the previous editions (except Kumbha, which is
incomplete) viz. RSV1, RSV 2, GN and Vera. The RSV editions (both RSV1
and  RSV 2)  contain many wrong readings. Though Dr Srinivasan has made
a good job in fixing better readings utilising the Adyar transcript (when he
brought out his edition, Vera had not come out), there are many errors in his
edition which need correction. And the Vera, as has been noted, contains an
abundance of typographical errors and wrong readings. However, the
commentary is a very good source which has retained correct (or most
appropriate) readings. I have consulted all these editions and the Adyar
transcript. The original Tamil text of Kaivalyanavan¢tam has also been
consulted for understanding the purport of the text properly. In many instances,
it has also helped in determining the correct reading. It is the Madurai edition
of the text (with Isur Sachchidananda Swami’s commentary)44 which I have
consulted.

For getting into the intricacies of the philosophical concepts, the metrical
Malayalam rendering of Tamil Kaivalyanavan¢tam, brought out with an
elaborate exposition by Thiruvallam Bhaskaran Nair (1966)45, was of great
assistance. Sri Bhaskaran Nair’s exposition contains citations from classical
Tamil works on Advaita Ved°nta such as those of Tattuvar°yar (P°∂utuºai),
T°yum°navar, and  Ka∏∏u∑aiya VaΩΩal°r ( Oæivilo∑ukkam), apart from
Sanskrit works such as Vivekac£∑°ma∏i, Paμcadaø¢, A¿∂°vakrag¢t° and the
Bhagavadg¢t°. The English translation of Sri Ramanananda Swami was also
very useful. The Kumbha edition of Govinda Iyer, though incomplete, has
been of immense help.

44. Kaivalyanavan¢tam of T°∏∑avar°ya Sv°mikaΩ, (with Isur Sacchidananda Swami’s
Tamil commentary), Sri Meenambikai Press, Madurai, 1988.

45.Kaivalyanavan¢tam Metrical malyalam Rendering, Thiruvallam Bhaskaran Nair,
Arulnilayam Publishers, Ambalathara, Thiruvananthapuram, 1966.
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I have followed the text of RSV editions in the arrangement of the verses.
The only alteration made is that the four benedictory verses outside the text
are given a separate (common) title, Guruvandanam. As to the text,
I have adopted the best of the readings from all the four editions noted above,
and have given the other variants in the footnote. In some instances I have
adopted entirely new reading for some words46. And in two instances I have
made a conjectual insertion of words, which were dropped in all the previous
editions47. In all these cases I have recorded the emendations in footnotes with
a brief justification wherever necessary.

The edition is not based on all known manuscript witnesses, and may not
claim to be a critical edition. However, I hope  that the work will be reckoned
by scholars as a step ahead in the textual criticism of Kaivalyanavan¢tam.

46. See for instance, our footnotes on verses No. 1.74, 1.85, 2.28, 2.118, 2.134, 2.161 and
2.169.

47. See For instance, our footnotes on verses No. 2.122 and 2.142


